
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Cool dude
4 Shell’s crew

member
11 Scrooge

exclamation
14 C.S.A. state
15 Pecan candy
16 Whitney or Wallach
17 Country trio
19 Everyone
20 Neon Sanders
21 Soda shop

request
22 Portable bed
23 While performing
26 Acrophobic fear
28 Sights setter
30 Slight
31 McGraw or

McCarver
34 Even more scarce
36 Rub it in
39 Field of study
41 More pleasant to be

with
43 “Gomer __, USMC”
44 Amassed
46 Allayed
48 Census category
49 Lemon drinks
51 Bosc and Anjou
53 Outfits
56 Da Silva of soccer
60 Ship’s front
61 Back
63 Putter’s surface
64 In the past

65 Emily Saliers and
Amy Ray

68 Cake of soap

69 Bric-a-brac shelves
70 Western tribesman
71 Request
72 Spun
73 Cole who was

“King”

DOWN
1 Native Louisianans
2 Green card holder
3 Station lineup
4 Outdoor
5 Line made with a

compass
6 Cheer from the

bleachers
7 Willowy
8 Book following

Jonah
9 Low joints

10 Sitting on one’s
eggs

11 Surfer band
12 Give one’s due
13 Handles of swords
18 Whit
24 FBI agent

25 Nightmarish
27 Throw back a drink
29 Succinct summary
31 Seasoned old sailor
32 Nest-egg letters
33 Down Under group
35 Watch again
37 Ginger drink
38 Cowboy Ritter
40 Quattro maker
42 Peruse
45 Water brand
47 Sedated
50 Handled
52 Delhi wear
53 Addis __, Ethiopia
54 Robes in ancient

Rome
55 Assassinated

Egyptian
57 Broadcast again
58 Mouth of the

Mississippi
59 Commencement
62 Latvian capital
66 Obtain
67 Mine output
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Bamboozle of a play

How do medicines know where to go?
Dear Dr. Roach: I take four

medications daily, usually all
at the same time.

What internal traffic cop
do we all have that directs
each of these chemicals to
the appropriate places in the
body? — J.V.W.

Although I like the image
of an internal traffic cop,
medications usually go to all
parts of the body but do their
work only in the area where
they are supposed to.

For example, if you are
taking a diuretic, it will be
absorbed through the intes-
tines, then travel in the blood
to all the organs in the body.

However, it’s only in the
kidneys where it has its effect
— causing the kidneys to get
rid of excess salt and water.
Other blood pressure medi-
cines might work in the blood
vessels, or in the heart.

A few medicines, like some
creams, patches, eyedrops and
nasal sprays, have a predomi-

nant effect on the areas where
they are applied. This tends
to reduce the likelihood of
unwanted side effects at dis-
tant locations.

However, no medicine
— whether prescription, over
the counter or natural supple-
ment — is free of the possibil-
ity of side effects.

This often happens when
the medicine has an unwant-
ed effect in a different organ.

For example, Flomax (tam-
solusin) works by relaxing
smooth muscles in the pros-
tate, making it easier for men
to urinate.

However, it also can relax
smooth muscles in the blood
vessels, making men dizzy on
standing. Also, it can affect
smooth muscles in the eye,
which can lead to floppy iris
syndrome if a man gets cata-
ract surgery.

Understanding all these
effects takes years, and that
is why many medications
are available only by a pre-
scription (even though OTC
medications and some supple-
ments can cause side effects
and interact with other medi-
cines, they have a lower likeli-
hood of doing so).

Dear Dr. Roach: I am 80
years old. I am on a statin
and digoxin. I have low plate-
lets, about 100 (versus 140 nor-
mal).

After a Mohs surgery on
my ear, I had a few drops of
blood for about 24 hours. I am
due for another surgery in a
few weeks. How can I get my
platelets back up to normal?
— R.B.

Low platelet counts are
common, and can be caused
by several different problems.
The most common is ITP
(idiopathic thrombocytopenic
purpura, an autoimmune con-

dition with antibodies to one’s
own platelets).

I always check medica-
tions, since there are many
that can cause low platelets.
Simvastatin is an uncommon
cause; however, I wonder if
you are taking aspirin.

Aspirin can cause bleeding
even in people with normal
platelet counts, and sponta-
neous bleeding is uncommon
with a platelet count of 100
in people with no other prob-
lems.

A few drops of blood after
Mohs surgery (a surgical
technique normally used for
skin cancer) is not uncom-
mon. I am less worried about
complications of the upcom-
ing surgery than I am that
you get a careful evaluation
of why you have a low platelet
count.

While most people with low
platelets don’t have a worri-
some cause, there are serious
bone marrow diseases that
should be considered.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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